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FOUR WORK
FRONTS
to CHanGe
BraZIl

In terms of our support for learning-centered policies, we contributed
to another important outcome: the progress in the conception of
the National Learning Standards (NSL). At a time of great national
instability, the Mobilization for the National Learning Standards was
decisive to ensure persistence and quality to this important policy,
which shall be the backbone of an educational system focused on
student learning.
In terms of innovation, we saw a record number of students engaged
in the educational technologies we support — 1 million recurring
monthly users. We are also thrilled with Khan Academy's scale

FOCUS AND GREAT LEARNING EXPERIENCES MARKED THE

and results: using the platform once a week, students observed

YEAR OF 2016. On the one hand, we channeled our team's great
achievement capacity towards more strategical projects, those that
we believed to have the greatest potential to change the lives of
millions of Brazilians. On the other hand, we nurtured an obsessive
desire to learn: we delved deeper into the diverse Brazilian reality to
increase our knowledge. As a result, our actions had an even greater
impact, endorsed by strict assessments carried out to date.
In terms of partnerships, we worked together with departments of
education to verify whether all students were learning and launched
a new program that reached 348 schools and over 120,000 students
successful experiences and on the knowledge that our team
accumulated in immersions and interactions within public schools

thousands of educators and that, now, have been incorporated into

were in place in the participant schools.

building momentum in fronts such as Education, Health, and Public
Administration. Lemann Fellows' initiatives supported by us are also
growing and bearing fruit, such as Vetor Brasil, MGov, and Medical
program for the education of physicians, to name a few.
We ended 2016 touched by the positive impact we are making and
excited with what is to come. We laid the foundations necessary to
prepared than ever to take on the great challenge of building a more
just, advanced Brazil.
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MISSION
To collaborate on innovative and
scalable initiatives that ensure

to advance its development

vISION
where people have the chance to

HOW WE DO IT

that contribute to

INNOVATION

We pursue actions that have

2016 IMPACT ACTIONS

In 2016, in our role as Executive Secretary within the
Mobilization for the National Learning Standards, we
articulated 78 people and organizations that were
committed to the NLS' high learning expectations
and excellence. This commitment and intense work
were imperative to ensure the development of a
State Public Policy, rather than a government-based
one, regardless of the unstable political moment the
country was facing.

Educational technologies can be great allies for teachers and students
alike. Their impact on learning is even greater when they are connected
to actual classroom demands and used as part of the teaching-learning
process. Therefore, in 2016, we gathered our efforts around ensuring that
the platforms we support were truly effective in driving transformation.

IN 2016,
we reinstated
our commitment
to what truly
transforms Brazil.

1,096,136
students used
the educational
technologies
we support

we invested our

Over 30,000
students
public schools
developed
Khan Academy's
Knowledge
Games,
in collaboration
with Instituto

guarantee quality

Over 1.1 million
students
watched video
lectures on
YouTube EDU
a partnership
between
the Lemann
Foundation

Over 2 million
students

We promoted
discussions with
and international

the Rio 2016

all of our actions.

educational

We trained
5,106
teachers at

We supported 2,546
teachers and their

NLS' public consultation
The online process ended
and received 12 million
contributions

puBlIC
polICIeS

Federal Government
to work on the
development

the Lemann
Foundation

1,400
educators attended
workshops and talk

Undime and Consed carried
out 27 state seminars about

conducted 16 critical

school administrators

a report
that was later delivered to
the Ministry of Education
The report was used to shape

Last year was also very important for the consolidation of critical
mass within Lemann Fellowship and Talentos da Educação (Talents
of Education) and marked the first time they were together at the
same event. The two networks total 388 professionals who are
now more capable of leading strategies in the pursuit of progress
in Education, Health, and Public Administration.

technology startups
direct contact with their
parents and students

We celebrated a decade of
partnership with Harvard
University. With the Lemann

and projects envisioned

that mapped and compared
candidates and their

TRANSFOR
MATIONAL
NETWORKS
InnoVatIon

that ensures
connectivity for
all Brazilian schools
— to be launched
in 2017

QEdu

The pilot project
QEdu Provas

1.7 million accesses
course

NLS' second version

Education
Examination)
with mock tests
Hora do
ENEM
Geekie and

and relevance in

We helped mobilize
teachers

at

implemented in over
30 schools from 10
educational systems

Lemann Foundation
administrators and

with positive results
and journalists

We reviewed our learning-driven
school-based management program
and proposed a new approach based
on new, profound knowledge about
departments of education and teacher
training institutions. We also listened
to hundreds of teachers, school
administrators, and Brazilian and
international experts in the field. In 2016,
the pilot project reached 8 public school
districts and contributed to the formation
of 120,000 students from 348 schools.

We helped to place teachers
within the educational
debate

Conselho de Classe

1 million monthly
hits
our educational
content over
64 million times
such as TEDx Education

We supported the
Brazilian Mathematical
Olympiad
boasted a better balance
between students

in 15th place

WORK TO TrANSfOrM

1 million students
used technology
every month

348 schools with
learning-driven school-based
management catering for
120,000 students

CHALLENGES

CHALLENGES

High-quality National
Learning Standards
devised upon democratic
participation

45 leaders conducting
impacting actions
and contributing to the
consolidation of critical
mass around relevant issues

Gestão da Sala de aula
Talentos da Educação
members launched projects
impacting
the country

children's
school routine

10% increase in classroom time dedicated
to pedagogical instruction
represents 59 additional hours dedicated
to the teaching-learning process
"The program costs only $2.40 per student
annually, and it is among the most cost-

Check out some
of the outcomes
achieved this year

models in emerging countries."
BARBARA BRUNS Lead Economist

Khan academy

shows enhanced performance
in Math, with a 1.5% increase in
the average grade at the state
evaluation
and a 7%
increase in school approval rate.

130 public schools
4 points higher
at Prova Brazil
30% of everything a
student is expected to learn throughout a school year.

Lemann Fellow Joice
toyota
an initiative that supports
young professionals willing
to contribute to the public
sector

TRANSFORMATIONAL
NETWORKS

IMPACT

MOrE

Lemann Foundation
expand their relevance
in critical areas such as
Public Administration

>

IN 2016, LEMANN fELLOWSHIP, TALEN
TOS DA EDUCAÇÃO, AND CONECTAN
DO SABErES

and Talentos da Educação members at

led public discussions on Education and

enhancing the quality of medical services provided to the population
"The Lemann Fellowship is more than a
scholarship because the Foundation brings
the Fellows together and creates a community
in which they can extend each other a helping
hand

Gatherings in search of dialog and new paths

"The 2016 Brazil Conference allowed for a less
polarized debate around critical themes, such as
the economic crisis and the political reform. It also
served as a platform to launch concrete projects
as it gathered several talented people and enabled
to bring together entrepreneurs and decision
makers, both from the public and private sectors

What's next

er leadership committed to the advance
//

PUBLIC
POLICIES

2016 WAS A DECISIvE YEAr
ers were able to expand the discussion around

the institution contributed to the articulation

THE fUTUrE
IS BrIGHTEr
FOR THOSE
WITH
STANDARDS

The public consultation car

The Lemann Foundation

In 2016, the
Lemann
Foundation
worked to
mobilize and
converge
several agents
around the
development
of the NLS.

Q&A sessions and the production

Undime to provide support and technical

national and international experts to critique

the debate and was
decisive to enhance the

implementation and to ensure it makes a real
//

>

MANAGEMENT

TEACHEr,

“Listen to the
classroom and then,
devise the law.”

THE FLOOR

"Prioritizing Education
country's development.
Not a threat.”
TEACHErS AND SCHOOL ADMINIS
TrATOrS

the 2016 Educador Nota 10 award

"As a teacher,
I have always believed
that technology
is an extension of
the classroom."

We invested in initiatives such as Conselho

"Conectando Saberes is a
treasure. It functions through
the connection of teachers
across the country and allows
them to share experiences,
a very important practice
in the profession."
GINA VIEIRA PONTE
Saberes and Talentos da Educação

We also support the Educador Nota 10

"We must have a proper
curriculum that truly challenges
the school so that we can
establish a culture of high
expectations."
JULIO CESAR DA COSTA ALExANDRE

//

MANAGEMENT

Upon the development of the pilot project in 9 school districts, the Lemann
Foundation expanded the program to reach 250,000 students in 2017
1.1 MILLION TEACHErS ENTEr THEIr
CLASSrOOMS

At the end of 2016, the program was already
in place in 348 schools, contributing to the
education of 120,000 students

EDUCATION TO
THE CLASSrOOM

Campina
Grande, PB
ecife, PE
ALAGOAS

Franca, SP

the Lemann Foundation helped public
department practices and classroom

This process and objective led the Lemann

348 schools
700 school administrators
170 department technicians
120,000 students

and 2 state districts — that encompassed
"With this new program, we observe a longerlasting impact on the system, with an approach
that ranges from the departments of education
to the schools, meeting their actual needs at
every level,

How it works

"One of the main challenges is to align and plan
every action to place a real focus on learning results,

"With the program, each school can give
new meaning to their political and pedagogical projects to build up an educational plan that
is focused on enhanced learning,

The program
is changing our school culture
>

//

INNOVATION

TECHNOLOGY?

Inovação nas Escolas trains teachers and

the Lemann Foundation
to 21st

that is open

"We began to think about how the school could
reinvent itself, leveraging innovation to come to
the rescue of students' creativity and curiosity and
bringing forward a more contextualized learning
experience,

What about connection?
"To ensure teachers and students are enjoynology, we need to think about the several areas
as an ecosystem,

By reviewing and
following up on results, we are able to better
decide where we should place our focus while
studying,
He was approved in 7th place to attend Law

Foundation supported educational technolo
>
that is connected to the 21st

"
dents' lives,

-

Innovating the ecosystem
"By recognizing technology as part of a
complex system, we reimagined everything,
from infrastructure to its use in the classrooms,

We learned a
better solutions,

It was an important
trigger to drive the discussion around connection for Brazilian public schools,

“By recognizing technology as part
of a complex system, we reimagined
everything, from infrastructure to
its use in the classrooms."

to develop and disclose excellent educa

//

SUMMING UP EffOrTS

SUPPOrTED
PArTNErS

5
9 rEASONS
TO WORK WITH OUr PArTNErS

an Undime initiative

7

The public discussion
around Education needs

Education course and

careers and were able

We support Jeduca

2
1

education at the municipal
even more modern and

GOOGLE'S

and tools to improve their
processes and better

role is critical to ensure

A countless number

4
the best educational
content was curated and

solution can better meet

enrich this debate with data

related to Education in

3

8

Four institutions shared our
our initiative in partnership

that used this hub to learn

continue to support its use

9

members produced more

6

channels receive a stamp

dedicated to Education)

Education and the labor

mobile connection is not

TO CHANGE BrAZIL
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PUBLIC
SCHOOLS
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2.2

As versões preferenciais da logomarca
devem ser usadas sempre que possível.
Utilizá-las de modo consistente e coerente é
essencial para o fortalecimento da marca.

VERSÃO
PREFERENCIAL
VERTICAL
POSITIVA

BOArD

Chairman

VERSÃO
PREFERENCIAL
VERTICAL
NEGATIVA

Paulo Lemann
Peter Graber
Susanna Lemann

EXECUTIvE DIrECTION

Executive director
Camila Pereira
Flavia Goulart
TEAM

Ana
Anna Laura Schmidt
Guilherme Antunes
Caliane Rocha
Camila Lacerda
Helena Velloso
Carlos Henrique Uehara Henrique Pimentel
Caroline Arede
Jessica Oliveira
Cristieni Castilhos
Daniela Caldeirinha
Julia Tami
Elke Klaassen
Lara Alcadipani
Erik Takara
Érika Nascimento
Leonardo Correia

Felipe Proto
Fernanda Ribeiro
Fernando Paiva

Luca Jardim
Lucas Cardoso
Lucas Nurches
Lucas Rocha

Luciana Elmais

Patricia Prante
Pedro Cimionatto

Renata Oliveira
Roberta Loboda
Samuel Holanda
Tathiana Reis
Victoria Giroto

VERSÃO
PREFERENCIAL
HORIZONTAL
POSITIVA

VERSÃO
PREFERENCIAL
HORIZONTAL
NEGATIVA

fUNDACAOLEMANN.OrG.Br

contato@fundacaolemann.org.br
facebook.com/fundacaolemann
youtube.com/fundacaolemann
instagram.com/fundacaolemann
twitter.com/fundacaolemann

